XOLO launches Q1100 with Android JB v4.3
Powered by Qualcomm Snapdragon 400 processor
10th February, 2014: XOLO, the premium smart devices brand today announced the launch of
XOLO Q1100. It comes with a large 12.7 cm (5) HD IPS display with One Glass Solution (OGS)
display technology. It runs on Android v4.3, and an even sweeter Jelly Bean that offers
enhanced user friendly UI, latest openGL ES 3.0 support for high performance graphics and
many more features like optimized location and sensor capabilities.
Powered by a 1.4 GHz Quad Core Qualcomm Snapdragon 400 CPU along with 1 GB RAM, the
XOLO Q1100 provides an unmatched CPU performance and extremely smooth smartphone
experience. With its 8 GB internal memory and external memory that can be expanded up to 32
GB, the XOLO Q1100 offers enough space to store your favorite games, apps, music, videos and
lots more which makes it a perfect entertainer.
Its Adreno 305 graphics engine with 450 MHz clock speed offers real life gaming experience
with its high resolution texture and minute details. With its advanced gaming performance,
XOLO Q1100 lets you experience and enjoy heavy HD games without any lag.
XOLO Q1100 also comes with exclusive Snapdragon apps like Audio+, Qualcomm Quick Charge
and Battery Guru. Snapdragon Audio+ offers high quality audio and a rich surround sound. Its
Quick Charge feature charges a mobile up to 75% faster than the usual conventional
technology. Qualcomm Snapdragon Battery Guru enables optimization of battery life without
the need of disabling any functionality. It doesn't require any inputs from user to configure and
learns the way you use your device and reduces any unnecessary background activities.
XOLO Q1100 comes with a 8 MP AF rear camera with BSI 2 sensor. The 2 MP front camera with
BSI sensor lets you click great selfies and assists in high quality 3G video calling. The rear
camera includes various features like scene detection & tuning, High Dynamic Range (HDR),
Low Light enhancement, Face recognition (For focusing as well as in Gallery), Vertical &
Horizontal Panorama capture and Geo tagging. It also sports a new arch based menu which
makes it easier to control and switch camera settings at one place.
XOLO Q1100 is packed with a remarkable 2000 mAh battery for longer duration of non-stop fun
and uninterrupted gaming experience. The stand by time on 2G is upto 600 hours and upto 450
hours on 3G. The talk time is 24 hours on 2G and 12.5 hours on 3G.
The XOLO Q1100 is priced at Rs. 14,999 and will be available in black color.

Key features:
Display – 12.7 cm (5) HD IPS Display, One Glass Solution
Processor - 1.4 GHz Quad Core, MSM 8228
OS - Android OS Jelly Bean v 4.3
RAM – 1 GB
Internal Memory - 8 GB Internal Memory
External Memory - MicroSD (up to 32GB)
Camera / Flash - 8MP AF Rear BSI 2 + 2 MP Front / LED Flash
Battery Capacity - 2000 mAh
Sensor - Accelerometer, Magnetometer, Proximity, Ambient Light Sensor

